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Abstract—Modern methods for the inference of cellular networks from experimental data often express nondeterminism by proposing

an ensemble of candidate models with similar properties. To further discriminate among these model candidates, new experiments

need to be carried out. Theoretically, the number of possible experiments is exponential in the number of possible perturbations.

In praxis, experiments are expensive and usually there exist several constraints limiting which experiments can be performed.

Limiting factors may exist on the combinations of perturbations that are technically possible, which components can be measured,

and limitations on the number of affordable experiments. Further, not all experiments are equally well suited to discriminate model

candidates. Therefore, the goal of optimal experiment design is to determine those experiments that discriminate most of the

candidates while minimizing the costs. We present an approach for experiment planning with interaction graph models and sign

consistency methods. This new approach can be used in combination with methods for network inference and consistency checking.

The proposed method determines experiments which are most suitable to deliver results that reduce the number of candidate models.

We applied our method to study the Erythropoietin signal transduction in human kidney cells HEK293. We first used simulated

experiment data from an ODE model to demonstrate in silico that our experimental design results in the inference of the gold standard

model. Finally, we used the approach to plan in vivo experiments that enabled us to discriminate model candidates for the

Erythropoietin signal transduction in this cell line.

Index Terms—Signaling networks, interaction graph models, sign consistency, experiment design, erythropoietin signal transduction,

HEK293
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1 INTRODUCTION

MODERN experimental technologies allow the observa-
tion and targeted perturbation of different cellular

components. This ability allows us to gain insight into the
internal functioning of cellular signaling processes and to
infer unknown interactions between them. Interaction or
influence graphs (IG) are a simple and widely used type of
model that capture interesting and relevant behaviors [1],
[2], [3], [4], [5], [6].

In our previous work we presented qualitative methods
that use constraints on the signs of node activity to relate
measurements and model. We proposed methods for
consistency checking of models and measurements, for the
inference of models, and for the prediction of system
responses towards external perturbations. Due to the limita-
tions of todays perturbation and measurement techniques
as well as the uncertainty in data, inference methods often

describe indeterminacy through an ensemble of candidate
models with similar properties being consistent with the
data at hand. To further discriminate among these models,
and to eventually elucidate the network structure, addi-
tional experiments need to be carried out.

The goal of experiment planning is to design the most
informative experiments in order to identify more accurate
models [7]. Previous work on this subject dealt with the
design of experiments that give insight into the model struc-
ture and parameter values [8], [9], [10], [11], [12]. Bardsley
et al. [13] investigated the optimal timing of measurements
for time series data. Many statistical approaches [8], [14],
[15], [16] have been proposed and various criteria to access
the optimality of experiments like the Shannon entropy,
Akaike Information Criterion, the likelihood ratio test, and
different forms of the sum of squared differences [7] have
been applied. Most of the existing research only handles
single perturbation experiments. Only few methods for the
selection of optimal sets of multiple perturbations have
been proposed [17], [18] so far.

With the present study, we extend our previous contri-
butions in the context of sign consistency and influence
graph models and close the gap in the reasoning loop of
model inference, consistency checking, hypothesis genera-
tion, and finally experiment design. We propose a method
to guide experiment design, computing optimal sets of per-
turbations that allow the discrimination of the candidate
models. We provide a formal characterization of the combi-
natorial problem, together with a solution based on Answer
Set Programming [19] included within the open source
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python package ExDesi, which is freely available for
download. We applied our method to an in silico case study
using simulated experiment data from an ODE model of a
realistic signaling network and show that an optimal model
identical to the gold standard can be inferred. Further, we
used the approach to plan in vivo experiments to discrimi-
nate possible models of the Erythropoietin signal transduc-
tion in human embryonal kidney cells HEK293.

2 METHODS

Interaction Graph. An interaction graph (IG) is a directed
graph ðV;E; sÞ, where V is a set of nodes, E a set of edges,
and s : E ! fþ;�g a labeling of the edges. Every node in V
represents a species in the modeled system and an edge
i! j means that the change of i in time influences the activ-
ity or concentration level of j. Every edge i! j of an influ-
ence graph can be labeled with a sign, either þ or �,
denoted by sði; jÞ, where þ resp. � indicates that i tends to
increase resp. decrease the level or activity of j. An example
influence graph is given in Fig. 1.

Interaction graphs are an abstraction of dynamic quantita-
tive systems where a quantitative state of the system at time
point t is a mapping st : V ! Rþ. Sign consistency methods
use the signs fþ;�; 0g to denote changes in the variables of
the modeled system in the transient phase or after steady-
state shift experiments. Examples for such changes could be
increased or decreased metabolite concentrations or expres-
sion levels of genes. The signs þ and � denote increase and
decrease and 0 signifies no-change. Sign consistency meth-
ods relate the IG model of the system and the changes
between system states by representing the differences as
labels on the nodes in the graph. For example, the changes
between two states of the system can be represented as a sign
labeling of the IG. Given two system states si and sj the dif-
ferences between these states can be represented as the label-
ingmij : V ! fþ;�; 0gwithmijðxÞ ¼ signðsjðxÞ � siðxÞÞ.

Inputs and Perturbations.Biological systems react to changes
in their environment and to internal manipulations. The vari-
ables of a system which are controlled externally are called
inputs andwedenote the set of nodes that represent input var-
iables with I � V . Because input nodes are controlled exter-
nally, they are excluded from the sign consistency rules.

Perturbations are externally induced changes of the input
variables (e.g., by gene knockouts, down regulation, or use
of inhibitors). The sign of a perturbation signifies the differ-
ence to a reference state of the system. The signs of the

perturbation are defined as pert : I ! fþ;�; 0g, where an
increase perturbation pertðiÞ ¼ þ (resp. decrease perturba-
tion pertðiÞ ¼ �) means that i is controlled such that it has a
significant higher (resp. lower) value than in the reference
state. A special role play so called 0-perturbations with
pertðiÞ ¼ 0. These are perturbations where the value of a
variable is kept constant. Such perturbations are particular
useful as one can practically ignore the outgoing edges of 0-
perturbed nodes because these nodes can not be responsible
for any downstream changes. It is easy to see that for com-
plex models with many cyclic interactions such perturba-
tions are very useful to investigate the influence of single
components while excluding the influence of others.

Predicting Model Behaviors. A prediction function in the
sign consistency approach is a function pred : V � ðI !
fþ;�; 0gÞ ! 2fþ;�;0g n ;. Given a vertex and a perturbation
function it returns a nonempty set of possible signs. The here
presented approach is similar to the dependency matrix [4] to
make behavioral predictions for initial responses. We con-
sider pair-wise dependencies among the variables in the IG
model. The relations between two nodes are:

� i is an activator of j if there exists a positive elemen-
tary path from i to j, and

� i is an inhibitor of j if there exists a negative elemen-
tary path from i to j.

A pair of nodes i, j can be in one, both, or none of these rela-
tions. Using these relations our prediction function is defined
as follows. Given a perturbation function pert : I !fþ;�; 0g
the dependency matrix defines a prediction function
pred : V � ðI ! fþ;�; 0gÞ ! 2fþ;�;0g n ; such that:

þ 2 predðj; pertÞ if
� pertðjÞ ¼ þ, or
� j =2 I and 9i 2 I and pertðiÞ ¼ þ and i is an activator

of j, or
� j =2 I and 9i 2 I and pertðiÞ ¼ � and i is an inhibitor

of j.

� 2 predðj; pertÞ if
� pertðjÞ ¼ �, or
� j =2 I and 9i 2 I and pertðiÞ ¼ � and i is an activator

of j, or
� j =2 I and 9i 2 I and pertðiÞ ¼ þ and i is an inhibitor

of j.

0 2 predðj; pertÞ if
� pertðjÞ ¼ 0, or
� j =2 I and þ 2 predðj; pertÞ and � 2 predðj; pertÞ, or
� j =2 I and þ =2 predðj; pertÞ and � =2 predðj; pertÞ.
In the following we simply write predðjÞ instead of

predðj; pertÞ. This prediction function can predict the behav-
iors increase = fþg, decrease = f�g, 0-change = f0g, or
undetermined=fþ;�; 0g ¼ �. In principle sign consistency
based methods can also make predictions as no-increase =
f�; 0g, no-decrease = fþ; 0g, and increase-or-decrease =
fþ;�g, for example when backward propagation is
applied [20]. Here we apply only forward propagation
(from the inputs to the readouts) and therefore do not make
such predictions. Fig. 2 shows three models and their pre-
dicted reaction with respect to perturbations. It contains
examples for each type of prediction. Model A predicts

Fig. 1. Example of an interaction graph with experiment data. Input varia-
bles are marked with a small black arrow. The color indicates the
induced or measured difference between two system states, green
(increase), red (decrease), and blue (0-change). The readout node is
marked with a double circle.
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0-change in a wrt. Experiment 1: predðaÞ ¼ 0, because there
exists no activator nor inhibitor of a in I. With respect to
Experiment 2, Model A predicts an increase in b: predðbÞ ¼ þ,
and a decrease in c: predðcÞ ¼ �, because a is an activator of b
and an inhibitor of c and pertðaÞ ¼ þ. Finally, with respect
to Experiment 2, Model A makes no prediction for d:
predðdÞ ¼ �, because a can be an activator as well as an inhibi-
tor of d.

Experiment.An experiment consists of two parts, the exper-
iment setup and the measurements. The experiment setup
describes which perturbations are performed, and which
species will be measured. Formally, given an IG model
ðV;E;sÞ, an experiment setup is defined as a tuple ðI; pert;RÞ
where pert : I ! fþ;�; 0g describes the performed perturba-
tions, and R � V is the set of readouts (species which are
measured).

Themeasurements describe the observed difference in the
readouts between the reference state and the measured state.
Given a set of readout nodes R � V , the measurements
define a mapping m : R ! fþ;�; 0g.1 Following the sign

consistency approach, perturbations and measurements
define constraints on the labeling of the influence graph.
An illustration of an experiment setup is given in Fig. 1.

Network Inference as Optional Preprocessing. The input for
ExDesi is always a set of candidate models. One has either
given an ad hoc set of candidate models or, what is mostly
(and also in the realistic application described in Section 3)
the case, an initial (text book) model and some set of (a pri-
ori) measurements from previous experiments. For the lat-
ter case, the given data are often inconsistent with the initial
model structure (mðiÞ =2 predðiÞ). Here, based on suitable
network inference methods, these data are then used to gen-
erate consistent candidate models which then serve as input
for ExDesi.

Although ExDesi is independent from the model infer-
ence method that is used for this purpose, we here generate
the initial set of candidate models from prior experimental
data using OPT_GRAPH [21] a sign-consistency based
method for model inference. This allows us to implement the
completeworkflow of experiment planning using sign consis-
tency methods. OPT_GRAPH intends to resolve inconsisten-
cies by allowing edge removals and insertions in parallel.
However, as the insertion of new interactions increases the

Fig. 2. Three interaction graphmodels which can be distinguished experimentally. Predicted behaviors and experimental conditions are represented as
colors on the nodes, green (increase), red (decrease), blue (0-change), and yellow (undetermined). Perturbations are indicated with a small black
arrow and readouts are shown as double circles. For Experiment 1, Model A predicts a decrease in node e, while the Models B and C predict an
increase. If one measures in Experiment 1 a decrease in e one must discard Model B and C. Should the experiment result in an increase in e one must
discard Model A. If the Experiment 1 results in a 0-change in e, all three models are invalidated and new network candidates must be computed. For
Experiment 2, Models A and B predict a decrease in c, while Model C makes no prediction for c. If Experiment 2 results in an increase or 0-change in c,
one must discard Models A and B. Should Experiment 2 result in a decrease of c one cannot discriminate any of the threemodels. For Experiment 3, all
models predict the same behavior as for Experiment 1, but Experiment 3 uses a different set of perturbations to achieve this readout behavior.

1. For our approach to discretization and the handling of uncertain
observations, see [20].
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solution space dramatically in large networks, OPT_GRAPH
implements a greedy strategy which determines, in each
iteration, the optimal (single) edge whose inclusion in combi-
nation with the edge removals, decreases the fitting error the
most. OPT_GRAPH then adds this edge permanently and
repeats until no further significant improvement can be
obtained by inserting a new edge. If more than one optimal
single edge is found during an iteration, then all alternative
solution are tracked and explored byOPT_GRAPH.

Discriminative Power of an Experiment. If for a given exper-
iment, two models M1 and M2 have in a readout i 2 R
different predicted behaviors (predM1

ðiÞ 6¼ predM2
ðiÞ), we

call this a distinctive readout. The readout in an experiment is
strongly distinctive for two models if both models predict con-
tradictory behaviors (predM1

ðiÞ \ predM2
ðiÞ ¼ ;). For exam-

ple, in Fig. 2 in Experiment 1, readout e is strongly distinctive,
Model A predicts a decreasewhileModels B and C predict an
increase. When the experiment is performed the measured
behavior of e will invalidate at least one of the models. In
Experiment 2 in Fig. 2, the readout c is distinctive but not
strongly distinctive, Models A and B predict a decrease while
Model C gives an undetermined prediction. If Experiment 2
is performed the measurements may discardModels A and B
if an increase or 0-change in c is measured, but if a decrease is
measured then all threemodels are consistent.

While Experiment 1 will in any case invalidate some of
the candidate models, Experiment 2 only has the potential
to discriminate some candidates. We say an experiment is
definitely distinguishing two models if at least one strongly
distinctive readout exists (Experiment 1), and an experiment
potentially distinguishing two networks if at least one distinc-
tive readout exists but no strongly distinctive readout (Experi-
ment 2). We say an experiment can not distinguish two
networks if no distinctive readout exist.

We define two functions to approximate the discrimina-
tive power of an experimentEwrt. a set of candidatemodels.

� def disðEÞ denotes the number of pairs of candidate
models which are definitely distinguished by an
experiment E.

� pot disðEÞ denotes the number of pairs of candidate
models which can potentially be distinguished by E.

Used as optimization criteria, we want to maximize the
number of distinguished candidate models.

Experiment Costs. Apart from the discriminative power a
second optimization criterion is the costs of the experiments.
This means in the first place minimizing the number of per-
turbations. For an experiment E, we denote number of per-
turbations with costðEÞ. Revisiting our example in Fig. 2, we
can see that the Experiment 3 with pert ¼ fa ! þ; b ! �g
has the same discriminative power as Experiment 1, but
demands more perturbations. Hence, we might prefer
Experiment 1 over Experiment 3.

The Optimal Experiment Design Problem. The main goal of
optimal experiment design is to find the experiments that
are most likely to discard the most models. We want to
maximize the number of definitely distinguishable models
and with a lower priority maximize the number of poten-
tially distinguishable models, and as a third objective we
want to minimize the costs.

Formally, given a setCand of candidatemodels, a setDone
of already performed experiments, a function ppert : V !

2fþ;�;0g indicating the possible perturbations for a species,
and a set Rp of possible readouts. We want to find experi-
ments E ¼ ðI; pert;RÞ =2 Done, with pertðiÞ 2 ppertðiÞ for all
i 2 I, andR � Rp that

1. maximize def disðEÞ,
2. maximize pot disðEÞ, and
3. maximize costðEÞ.

The optimization problem can be performed using solvers
that natively support hierarchical optimization. Alterna-
tively, hierarchical optimization could be emulated with a
single linear optimization function using factors a;b; g:

maximize a � def disðEÞ þ b � pot disðEÞ þ g � costðEÞ:

If the single objective function is used, the factors a;b; g can
always be chosen such that the hierarchical ordering among
the solutions is ensured.

Note that the problem definition for optimal single
experiments can be straightforwardly extended to optimal
sets of experiments. Then we are looking for a set of experi-
ments which maximizes the discriminative power while
minimizing the number of experiments and perturbations.

While for definite distinctions one strongly distinctive
readout is sufficient to distinguish two models, for potential
distinctions more distinctive readouts can increase the prob-
ability of an experimental result that allows to distinguish
two models. Therefore, another goal might be to maximize
the overall number of distinctive readouts.

Relevant Perturbations. Because the measurements of a
potentially distinguishing readout might not lead to the
invalidation of a model, experiments containing irrelevant
perturbations might be proposed in a subsequent planning
step. For example, in Fig. 3, Experiment 1 aims to distin-
guish the Models A and B, using the measurement of read-
out c, but a measurement mðcÞ ¼ þ does invalidate none of
the models. Therefore, a subsequent planning step might
propose Experiment 2. Although Experiment 2 leads to dif-
ferent predictions as Experiment 1, we want to discard
Experiment 2 because the perturbation in d does not effect
any distinctive readout. Therefore, we use an additional
constraint to exclude perturbations that have in no candi-
date model a path to a distinctive readout.

Implementation. To solve the optimal experiment design
problem we formulated it by means of Answer Set Pro-
gramming (ASP) [22]. ASP is a declarative problem solving
paradigm from the field of logic programming and knowl-
edge representation, that offers a rich modeling lan-
guage [23] along with highly efficient inference engines [24]
based on Boolean constraint solving technology. We pro-
vide a python program called ExDesi that uses the ASP
solver through the PyASP library. ExDesi is open source
and available as part of the BioASP software collection at
https://github.com/bioasp/exdesi.

3 CASE STUDY: ERYTHROPOIETIN SIGNAL

TRANSDUCTION

We tested our approach to optimal experiment design using
the model of the Erythropoietin signal transduction in the
cell line HEK293 derived from human embryonic kidney
cells. Erythropoietin (Epo) is a cytokine which initiates red
blood cell generation and thus adjusts the capacity of the
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blood to transport oxygen. The Epo-encoding gene is acti-
vated in case of hypoxia in the kidney and liver by the tran-
scription factor hypoxia induced factor (HIF). Epo acts on
erythroid progenitor cells which finally develop to reticulo-
cytes [25]. This differentiation depends on binding of Epo to
the transmembrane Epo receptor. The receptor does not har-
bour intrinsic kinase activity but is constitutively associated
with the tyrosine kinase Janus kinase 2 (JAK2). After bind-
ing of Epo to the receptor, JAK2 is tyrosine phosphorylated
and thus activated. JAK2 subsequently phosphorylates and
activates the transcription factors signal transducer and acti-
vator of transcription (STAT) 3 and 5. A negative feedback is
implemented by the induction of the STAT-dependent feed-
back inhibitors SOCS3 and CIS [26]. The regulation of the
STAT-independent signalling modules involves the multi-
site docking proteins of the Grb2 associated binder (Gab)
family [27]. Gab-proteins contribute to the coordination and
activation of the PI3K/AKT pathway, the MAPK-cascade,
and the PLC-cascade. The detailed interconnection of these
signalling modules is not fully understood, yet. In brief,
Gab proteins are recruited to the plasma membrane and
there act as a signalling platform by binding Grb2/SOS,
SHP2, PI3K, PLC and other signalling components. Several
regulatory loops are predicted as e.g., Gab binding to PIP3
in the plasma membrane depends on PI3K- and MAPK-
activity [28]. The original model that served as our gold
standard was given in form of a Boolean network (BN). The
hypergraph representation of the Boolean network contains
23 species and 28 hyperarcs. In Boolean networks the under-
lying interaction graphs can easily be obtained [4].

A realistic experimental setup involves the following list
of possible perturbations and readouts.

� nine possible down-regulations (e.g., by use of suit-
able inhibitors): akt, mek1, mtorc1, pi3k, gab1 ps,
gab1 bras py, gab1 bpi3k py, shp2; shp2 ph,

� three possible up-regulations: gab1 ps, shp2,
shp2 ph, and

� eight possible readouts: akt, erk, gab1 bshp2 ph py,
gab1 ps, jak2 p, plcg, shp2, stat5ab py.

In the first part of this case study, we used in silico experi-
ments to validate our approach by creating a distorted ver-
sion of the gold standard and then planning experiments
that restored the gold standard. In the second part, we
planned in vivo experiments to refine our knowledge of the
Erythropoietin signaling pathway in HEK293 cells.

3.1 In Silico Experiments

We tested our approach in silico by restoring the gold stan-
dard model of the Erythropoietin signal transduction from
a distorted version of the model. We performed quantitative
simulations of the proposed experiments using an ODE sys-
tem which was created from the gold standard. A detailed
description of the in silico study is given in the following:

� First, we created an ODE system from the gold
standard BN using the software ODEfy [29].

� This ODE model of the gold standard was used to
simulate three initial experiments and subsequently
the experiments that were proposed by our experi-
ment design procedure.

We identified a steady state in the ODE system,
which we used as initial state of the system in our
simulated experiments. In order to simulate the per-
turbation at time point 0, we fixed the variables for
the perturbed species to constants such that increased
species had a value significantly higher than in the
initial state, decreased species a value significantly
lower than in initial state, and 0-perturbed species
were kept constant as in the initial state. We restarted
the simulation using these perturbed values and
tracked the sign of the first change of the dependent
system variables as initial response.

The three initial experiments were 1) an increase of
mek1, 2) a decrease of pi3k, and 3) the simultaneous
decrease ofmek1 and pi3k.

� As starting point for experiment planning and model
reconstruction, we transformed the gold standard BN
into an influence graph which consists of 23 nodes
and 51 edges (Fig. 4a). We then created a distorted
version (Fig. 4b) where we removed the edge (erk !
gab1 ps) and added two new edges (mek1 a shp2)
and (mek1 ! stat5ab py). These wrong/missing
edges needed to be identified by the inferencemethod.

� We used the OPT_GRAPHmethod for network infer-
ence on the distorted model together with the data
of the initial experiments. As expected the data of
the simulated experiment were consistent with our
gold standard but inconsistent with the distorted IG
model. OPT_GRAPH proposed six candidate models
that were consistent with the initial experiment data.

Fig. 3. Two interaction graph models which are potentially distinguished
by Experiments 1 and 2. The predicted behaviors and experimental
conditions are represented as colors on the nodes, green (increase), red
(decrease), blue (0-change), and yellow (undetermined). Perturbations
are indicated with a black incoming edge. For Experiments 1 and 2,
Model A predicts an undetermined behavior in node c while Model B
predicts an increase in c. Both experiments may distinguish Model A and
B, but for the minimal number of perturbations, one would prefer Experi-
ment 1. Experiment 2 is redundant, even if Experiment 1 fails to distin-
guish the two models (because c is measured +). Experiment 2 is not
capable of causing a different behavior in any readout. The only differ-
ence between Experiments 1 and 2 is a perturbation in d which has in
none of the models a path to a distinctive readout.
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Note, that in our case the gold standard IG was
among those candidate models, which is not guaran-
teed by the OPT_GRAPHmethod.

� We started the first round of experiment planning,
with these six candidate models including the con-
straints on possible perturbations and readouts.
In the first round an experimental setup with one
perturbation (decrease of akt via akt inhibitor) was
proposed. Fig. 5 shows the predicted behaviors for
the six network candidates in the proposed experi-
ment. The simulation results of the proposed experi-
ment were consistent with three models (4, 5, 6) and
could exclude three candidates (1, 2, 3).

� In the second round of experiment planning two
experiments with two perturbations distinguishing

two classes of models were proposed. Fig. 5 shows
the predicted behaviors for one of the proposed
experiments (simultaneous decrease of gab1 bras py
and shp2). The simulation results of the proposed
experiment were consistent with two models (4, 5)
and could exclude one candidate (6).

This point marks the limit of what is currently tech-
nically possible.We have had exhausted all the pertur-
bation and measuring methods available to the wet
lab. It would not be possible to distinguish the remain-
ing models. However our ODE model does not
succumb to these restrictions as we can observe and
perturb all components.

� We continued the third round of experiment planning
dropping all restrictions on possible perturbations.
Two experiment setups distinguishing the maximal
number of two classes of models with the minimum
of two perturbations were proposed. The Fig. 5 shows
the predicted behaviors for one of the proposed
experiments (simultaneous increase of erk and
decrease of mek). Finally, the predictions of only one
model is consistent with the results of the simulated
experiment, model 5 which is identical to our gold
standard.

3.2 In Vivo Experiments

For in vivo experimentation, we started with 26 model
candidates based on the gold standard and existing exper-
imental data.2 Our experiment planning proposed the
experiment shown in Fig. 6 in which the inhibition of akt
would allow us to distinguish two classes of models and
thus to invalidate at least six model candidates. These
model classes are illustrated in Fig. 7. All model candi-
dates suggest to introduce a regulation of erk that was
not present in the gold standard. The models of class A
contain regulations upstream of akt via gab1 bshp2 ph py,
gab1 bpi3k py, plcg, gab1 bras py, ras gap, pi3k or mtor.
If a model from class A reflects the biological reality, then
an inhibition of akt should have no effect on erk. The
models of class B contain a regulation of erk downstream
of akt, via mtorc1, mtorc2 or akt directly. If a model of

Fig. 4. The influence graph model of the gold standard (a) and the dis-
torted version (b). Added edges are drawn thicker and removed edges
are striked out.

Fig. 5. Results of the in silico study. Predicted behavior for the candidate
models and behavior of the gold standard simulation under the proposed
experiment. Predictions that are consistent with the simulation results
are in green, inconsistent predictions are shown red.

2. Available online at: https://github.com/bioasp/iggy/tree/
master/data/in_vivo_HEK293
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class B reflects reality we should see an increase in erk
and gab1 ps.

The experiment was set up and performed according to
the computed specification. HEK293 cells expressing JAK2
wild type and the Epo receptor were pre-treated with the
Akt inhibitor MK-2206 (2 mM, 30 min) or solvent control
before Epo stimulation (3 U/ml, 15 min). Cell lysates were
prepared and proteins were separated by SDS–PAGE. After
Western blotting, the membranes were stained for phos-
phorylated forms of Gab1, JAK2, STAT5, PLCg, SHP2,
Erk1/2 and Akt. Three independent experiments were per-
formed. The experimental results showed that the inhibition
of akt had no effect on erk and gab1 ps. Therefore, we were
able to exclude six of the model candidates and perform a
second round of experiment planning trying to discriminate
among the remaing 20 model candidates.

In the second round our experiment planning proposed
the experiment shown in Fig. 8. The proposed inhibition
of mtor distinguished two classes of models. Promising
to invalidate at least two of the model candidates. The
models of class C contain regulations upstream of mtor
via gab1 bshp2 ph py, gab1 bpi3k py, plcg, gab1 bras py,
ras gap or pi3k. If a model from classC reflects the biological
reality, then an inhibition of mtor should have no effect on
erk. The models of class D contain a regulation of erk via
mtor. If a model of class D reflects reality we should see an
increase in erk and gab1 ps.

The experiment was set up and performed according to
the computed specification. HEK293 cells expressing JAK2
wild type and the Epo receptor were pre-treated with the
mTOR inhibitor Rapamycin (10 nM, 30 min) or solvent con-
trol before Epo stimulation (3 U/ml, 15 min). Cell lysates
were prepared and proteins were separated by SDS–PAGE.
After Western blotting, the membranes were stained for
phosphorylated forms of Gab1, JAK2, STAT5, PLCg, SHP2,
Erk1/2 and Akt. Three independent experiments were per-
formed. The experimental results showed that the inhibition
of mtor had no effect on our readout species. Therefore, we
were able to exclude another two of the model candidates
reducing the candidate set to 18.

Continued experiment planning proposed further experi-
ments that contained multiple perturbations which, how-
ever, were too complex to conduct with our facilities.

3.3 Testing Scalability and Sensitivity

To assess the sensitivity and scalability of our approach with
respect to different settings we created 165 distorted models
from the gold standard (Fig. 4a). In each distorted model,
1 edge from the gold standard has been deleted and 2 edges
not contained in the gold standard have been added.

For each distorted model we used the OPT_GRAPHmethod
together with the existing real experimental data and com-
puted candidate models that correct the inconsistencies with
the experimental data. Fig. 9 shows a histogram for the

Fig. 6. Predicted behavior for the candidate models of the Erythropoietin
signal transduction in HEK293 cells in Experiment 1 of the in vivo study.

Fig. 7. Two model classes for the Erythropoietin signal transduction
network in HEK293 cells. Alternative regulations in different models are
shown with black arrows. Class A contains regulations of erk upstream
of akt. Class B contains regulations of erk downstream of akt. Models of
class A predict no effect of an inhibition of akt, while models of class B
predict an increase of erk and gab1 ps.

Fig. 8. Predicted behavior for the candidate models of the Erythropoietin
signal transduction in HEK293 cells in Experiment 2 of the in vivo study.
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number of candidatemodels that have been proposed for the
distortedmodels.

42 of the 165 distorted models remained consistent with
the data, and another 78 distorted models were found
inconsistent but had only a single optimal repair candidate
proposed. These singleton candidate sets required no exper-
imental design for discrimination. The remaining 45 dis-
torted models exhibit inconsistencies with the experiments
and OPT_GRAPH proposed more than one (between 6 and
27) alternative candidate models that could then be treated
with our experimental design approach.

We tested our method with different parameter settings.
Starting with the realistic setup of 8 possible readouts and
13 possible perturbations we created further scenario com-
binations, where all 23 nodes are considered as readouts
or/and with increased number (20 instead of 13) of possible
perturbations (the additional perturbations were randomly
selected).

For each computed optimal experiment, we recorded
how many perturbations and how many alternative experi-
ments were proposed and how good the experiment could
distinguish among the candidates. For the latter, we com-
puted for each proposed experiment the portion of pairs of
candidate networks that could be distinguished. Given the
number n of candidates, all pairs ¼ n� ðn� 1Þ=2 is the
number of all possible candidate pairs. With the number
def dis of pairs that could be definitely distinguished with
the proposed optimal experiments we computed the ratio
def dis=all pairs. Note that in practice an experiment that

can distinguish one network from the rest can be enough to
discriminate n� 1 candidate pairs. Such an experiment has
thus a discrimination ratio of 2ðn� 1Þ=ðn� ðn� 1Þ. Hence,
with increasing n the ratio of such experiments approaches
zero. On the other hand, the more network candidates one
has the easier it will be to discriminate at least some of them.

Table 1 shows the effect of the different settings on the
ratio of distinguishable candidate pairs, the number of nec-
essary perturbations, and the number of proposed alterna-
tive experiments.

Increasing the number of possible readouts had no signifi-
cant effect on the runtime of the optimal experiment compu-
tation but, as expected, resulted in better experiments in
the sense that they allow distinguishing more model candi-
dates (sometimes requiring more perturbations). Overall,
less alternative optimal experiments are proposed when the
number of readouts increased. Hence, the optimal experi-
mental design strategies becomemore constrained.

Increasing the number of possible perturbation points
from 13 to 20 resulted in experiments by which the model
candidates can be better distinguished, however, the effect
was much less pronounced compared to the scenario where
all nodes are considered as readout nodes. Moreover, in
contrast to a higher number of readouts, increasing the
number of perturbations has an effect on the size of the
search space of optimal solutions and thus also on the run-
time of the computation. In fact, further increasing the num-
ber of possible perturbations in the benchmarks (beyond 20
as used herein) resulted partially in computation times that
exceeded our time limit (1 day). These results suggest, at
least for our case study, investments in readouts are more
rewarding than increasing the number of perturbations.
Importantly, for all 45 sets of candidate models, at least one
discriminating experiment could be proposed.

Further conclusions regarding the benchmark study are
given in the following Discussion section.

4 DISCUSSION

We presented a new approach to experiment planning with
multiple perturbations in the context of interaction graph
models. We demonstrated in silico that our planning
approach proposes experiments that are suitable to restore a
gold standard model from a distorted model. Further,
we showed in vivo that our approach proposes experiments
that allowed us to systematically reduce our space of possible

Fig. 9. Number of candidatemodels proposed for each of the 165 distorted
models. For 120 distorted models, OPT_GRAPH proposed a single candi-
date model while for the remaining 45 distorted models up to 27 repair
candidateswere identified.

TABLE 1
Results from the Randomized Benchmark Calculations for Four Different Scenarios Which Are a Combination of Either 13 Realistic

Perturbations or an Extended Set of 20 Perturbations with Either Eight Actually Used Readouts or All 23 Nodes as Readouts

scenario
a)

% definitely/% potentially
distinguishable candidate pairs

b)
# necessary perturbations

c)
# alternative experiments

# readouts # pert.

real (8) real (13) 12%/64% 2.34 1.8
real (8) more (20) 14%/54% 3.02 1.76
all (23) real (13) 53%/27% 3.36 1
all (23) more (20) 64%/18% 5.42 1.62

All numbers present the average over all 45 candidate sets under the corresponding readout/perturbation scenario. Column a) shows the percentage of definitely
distinguishable pairs of candidates/the average percentage of (only) potentially distinguishable candidate pairs. Column b) shows the number of necessary pertur-
bations (per experiment) proposed by the optimal experiments. Column c) shows the average number of alternative optimal experiments found (per candidate set).
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models for the Erythropoietin signal transduction in HEK293

cells and to exclude certain interactions.
In an empirical study, we showed that while the

approach is sensitive to the number of possible perturba-
tions, it works robustly on problems of realistic sizes. For all
the tested candidate sets at least one discriminating experi-
ment could be proposed. ExDesi is easily scalable in the
number of possible readouts which, as expected, also leads
to much better results. In contrast, the approach has only
limited scalability in the number of possible perturbations
since increasing those leads to an exponential growth of the
search space. We are confident that future research and
the progress in the used solver technology will allow us to
scale this approach to problems with larger search spaces.

Generally, as holds true for many model discrimination
methods, models which are underconstrained (e.g., because
there are too many candidate edges in the initial graph) can
usually not be falsified because the model explains all
observed behaviors. Thus, it is very important to start with
a sparse model where (most) included interactions have a
relatively high confidence.

Only fewmethods for the selection of optimal sets of mul-
tiple perturbations have been proposed so far. MEED [17] is
an approach that uses ternary logic networks andmicroarray
data. Caspo [18] on the other hand uses Boolean logic net-
works and Boolean data (on and off) within a single state of
the biological system. In contrast, our method is based on
interaction graphs and uses data on (signed) changes (ups
and downs between two states) as response to perturbations.
ExDesi is to a certain degree related to Caspo as both work
on topological similar models (Boolean networks trans-
formed to interaction graphs), but one cannot easily extract
a Boolean state from data expressing signed changes.
For example the sign for an increased value in a variable can
be interpreted as a Boolean variable that switches from an
OFF state to an ON state, but depending on the thresholds
used to mark the border between ON and OFF it could also
refer to a variable that remains in its initial OFF/ON state.

The presented approach to experiment planning integra-
tes nicely in the systems biology work-flow of experimenta-
tion, data analysis, hypothesis generation and model
inference (Fig. 10). One usually starts the process with some
prior knowledge and experimental data. Using network
inference methods one obtains one or more candidate mod-
els. These network candidates together with information
about already performed experiments and possible perturba-
tions and readouts are fed into the experiment design pro-
cess, which proposes new experiments that are suitable to
discriminate among these candidates. The resulting experi-
ments are performed and the experimental results are com-
pared with the predicted model behaviors. Models whose
predicted behaviors are inconsistent with the experimental
result must be discarded and the new experimental data is
added to the network inference process to produce new
model candidates. Ideally, this process can be re-iterated
until one is left with a singlemodel candidate. In the less opti-
mistic scenario onemay be left with a set of indistinguishable
model candidates, then othermethodsmust come into play.

Looking at the broader context of experiment planning we
see further optimization potential, for example the optimal
utilization of resourceswhich so far have not been considered.
When the resources to performmultiple experiments in paral-
lel exist and if the experiments are time-consuming it will be
desirable to conductmultiple experiments at the same time.
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